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ABSTRACT 

A SIMULATION FRAMEWORK FOR TRAFFIC SAFETY WITH 

CONNECTED VEHICLES AND V2X TECHNOLOGIES  

by 

 Md Abu Sayed 

 

The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2021 

Under the supervision of Professor Tian Zhao 

 

With the advancement in automobile technologies, existing research shows that 

connected vehicle (CV) technologies can provide better traffic safety through Surrogate Safety 

Measure (SSM).  CV technologies involves two network systems: traffic network and wireless 

communication network. We found that the research in the wireless communication network for 

CV did not interact properly with the research in SSM in transportation network, and vice versa. 

Though various SSM has been proposed in previous studies, a few of them have been tested in 

simulation software in limited extent. On the other hand, A large body of researchers proposed 

various communication architecture for CV technologies to improve communication 

performance. However, none of them tested the advanced SSM in their proposed architecture. 

Hence, there exists a research gap between these two communities, possibly due to difference in 

research domain. In this study, we developed a V2X simulation framework using SUMO, 

OMNeT++ and Veins for the development and testing of various SSM algorithms in run time 

simulation. Our developed framework has three level of communication ( CV to RSU To TS) 

system and is applicable for large traffic network that can have mixed traffic system (CV and 

non-CV), multiple road side unit (RSUs), and traffic server (TS).  Moreover, the framework can 

be used to test SSM algorithms for other traffic networks without doing much modification. Our 

developed framework will be publicly available for its further development and optimization. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

With the rapid development and growing research in connected vehicle technologies, 

vehicles with varying levels of communication are already on the road. The information 

exchanged between two communication devices; Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V), and Vehicle to road 

infrastructure(V2X), can be used to improve traffic operation and safety. By collecting vehicle’s 

kinematics such as position and speed from connected vehicles, roadside unit (RSU) or Traffic 

unit (TF) can generate necessary surrogate safety measure (SSM) to send emergency warning 

messages (such as basic safety message, rear end crash, intersection crash) for any impending 

dangers. Through optimization and high computation power, the surrogate safety measure 

algorithms can generate accurate results instantly. However, to evaluate the applicability and 

impact of various SSM algorithms in real-time application, a communication framework (CF) 

within transportation network is necessary that can simulate real world scenario. The CF helps 

exchanging information between communication devices at different level of the network in real-

time. In this case, simulation-based CF is more popular in connected vehicle research field 

because setting up a CF and transportation infrastructure in real-world is very costly. Hence, a 

robust and well-designed simulated CF is required to evaluate the SSM algorithm for real time 

application.   

The connected vehicles use various visual sensors, such as cameras, radars, and lidars, to 

perceive their surroundings, make driving decisions and exchange information with others. 

Besides, wireless communication devices are exploited as extended sensors to exchange 

information with nearby vehicles and infrastructure through vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and 

vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications. The V2X communication networks are IEEE 

802.11p-based vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs).  It provides low latency in V2V 
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communication and has achieved success in active safety applications such as cooperative 

collision avoidance. 

Vehicle connectivity provides various safety supports such as overtaking, autonomous 

driving, collision avoidance, and other traffic related predictions. However, exchanging 

information from vehicles to remote cloud centers poses long network transmission latency, 

which is not applicable for real-time data dissemination and content delivery. On the other hand, 

CV generates tremendous amount of data, which is not possible to process on board for safety 

application. To address this problem, several multi-stage communication frameworks has been 

proposed, where in the discussions of surrogate safety measures (SSMs) are more general and 

they do not test the applicability of their proposed network architectures for various SSM.  

For the future vehicular safety and communication applications, a customized network of 

V2X-technology is applicable to design network services for vehicular networks. The most 

common network architectures are vehicle- to-base station (roadside unit)-to-remote server. The 

computing capability of the base station is more powerful than that of vehicles. It assigns various 

tasks to associated vehicles and collects sensing data from them, whereas the base station is 

responsible for ensuring the accuracy, completeness, timeliness, validity, and consistency of the 

sensing data. Connected vehicles will offload certain heavy computing tasks to the base server 

(Yuan et al., 2018; Zheng & Liu, 2017).  

Analysis and development of SSM applications involves two distinct components of the 

system: the SSM application and the communication network. Usually, they are not traditionally 

studied together because of the differences in domain knowledge. There are currently no 

opensource tools or framework that allow their simulation and analysis in a unified framework. 
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As a result, the mutual effects of these components are not studied, and cannot be directly 

modeled using existing tools. 

To fill this gap, we have developed an integrated communication and traffic network 

framework to study the interaction between SSM applications and V2X networking component. 

The frameworks help to test and evaluate various SSM algorithms under wireless the 

communication network. The proposed framework can be used for simultaneous simulation of 

various safety applications and communication networks in a single framework. we explained 

the challenges of the design of such an integrated framework in this study and presented some 

preliminary results that are obtained. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

In existing traffic safety research, safety surrogate measures have been studied from 

various perspectives for use in V2X technology. In this literature review, we have studied how to 

calculate surrogate safety measure in real-time in V2V technology, how to improve network 

performance by implementing different network architectures, how to improve traditional 

surrogate safety measures, and how to use additional information with surrogate safety measure. 

The following section will give a detail review of the literature. 

 

2.1 Communication Framework in V2X Technology 
 

With the advent of advanced computing technologies, researchers  have proposed various 

communication architectures for V2X networks and tested their effectiveness in real world 

application (Avino et al., 2019; L. Li et al., 2017; J. Liu et al., 2017; Malinverno et al., 2020; K. 

Wang et al., 2018; Yuan et al., 2018; K. Zhang et al., 2017). In the vehicular network, traffic 

events can be classified into two groups: non-emergency events (e.g., route planning) and 

emergency events (e.g., a collision). Considering the priority of events, researchers investigated 

how the distribution of computational tasks can improve network performance and reduce 

communication latency.  

V2X technology involves large datasets, time constraints and location-related, and has 

extreme performance requirements. (Yuan et al., 2018) proposed a two layers communication 

framework in which they distributed the computational tasks between vehicles and edge server to 

exploit the locality of service and alleviate the overload of computation. The edge servers are 
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located at RSUs, which monitor vehicles and coordinate the message within the transmission 

ranges. On the other end, the edge server is connected to could server for data storage. The 

computation at the edge and content sharing through vehicular networks significantly reduced 

resource utilization and improved the quality of services. (J. Liu et al., 2017) proposed software 

defined network (SDN) architecture consisting of communication three. The edge server located 

between the RSU and the cloud server communicates wirelessly with the roadside unit to reduce 

the overall communication delay and process the data of the cloud server. The CVs are not 

allowed to communicate directly with the edge server.  RSU processes any request from the CV, 

and then RSU redirects the request to the edge server to provide the CV's needs. (L. Li et al., 

2017) proposed similar but a complex cooperative network architecture for V2X. They found 

that by distributing tasks between the RSU and the edge, network performance can be improved.  

The edge server is located within the range of radio signals of the RSU to provide services to the 

drivers and is connected to a core server through the internet on the cloud. The edge server is 

also responsible for providing access to software and application providers to integrate new 

service.  

In summary, the edge server has more powerful computational power than the CVs, and 

can process data efficiently and accurately.  A connected vehicle will send data to the edge 

server to perform certain computing tasks, and the edge server will respond to the vehicle and 

send the data to the cloud server.  The research proposed in the literature on V2X technology 

pays more attention to the size of packets (data/message), packet loss and communication delay. 

The SSM application has not been implemented or tested yet. 
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2.2 Research on Surrogate Safety Measure  
 

In the past few decades, a lot of traffic safety research on surrogate safety measures 

(SSM) has been conducted. Among various Surrogate safety measures, Time -to Collision(TTC) 

is the most utilized safety surrogate which refers to “the time that remains until a collision 

between two vehicles would have occurred if the collision course and speed difference are 

maintained (Tarek & Sany, 2007). A collision is defined as an observable situation in which two 

or more road users are close to each other in time and space, and if their movements remain 

unchanged, there is a risk of collision. In our previous study, we investigated traffic safety by 

developing safety index for TTC, MTTC, DRAC for trip and link level using SPMD (safety pilot 

model development) data  of real world connected vehicle (He et al., 2018). Connected vehicles 

have vison and LIDAR-based technologies that can be used to calculate the distance of the 

vehicle in front. In SPMD dataset, the speed and acceleration of the front vehicle was generated 

based on change of distance for each time stamp. (Laureshyn et al., 2010) provided a theoretical 

framework for assessing traffic safety through surrogate safety measure. They used video data to 

extract driver behaviors and evaluated existing safety measures such as TTC, TimeGap and 

TimeAdvantage for all types of approach angles. (Gettman & Head, 2003) proposed that time to 

collision (TTC), post encroachment time, deceleration rate, maximum speed and speed 

differential are the best surrogate of traffic safety. They suggested using TTC as the main 

severity measure. (Saunier & Sayed, n.d.) proposed an advanced surrogate safety measure at 

intersection that provides a probabilistic function of conflicts and can dynamically update the 

probability of conflict.   
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Surrogate Safety Measure (SSM) is one of the most widely used methods for identifying 

traffic conflict in V2X technology. Depending on the nature of data and available tools, various 

models have been proposed to calculate SSM to provide safety message to the road users in the 

literature. For example,  (Keivani et al., 2019) proposed a conceptual model for a vision-based 

driver assistance system based on collaborative edge computing. The model monitors the vehicle 

driving in front of an ego car and notify the driver upon about any impending dangerous 

incidents.  Their research is based on 100 simulated cars that follow the poison distribution and 

use OMNET++ as a network simulator. (H. Liu et al., 2017) used MATLAB and VISSIM to 

determine the best parameter set of the V2V technology ADAS system in the simulation data. 

They focused on finding optimal value of perception reaction time (PRT) and driver headway 

(DH) for the application of forward collision warning (FCW). In their study, alarm is triggered 

once the subject driver’s headway or time-to-collision (TTC) to the leading vehicle is lower than 

the prespecified critical headway or TTC threshold in a congested driving environment.  (Gelbal 

et al., 2019) implemented Cooperative Collision Avoidance (CCA) for vehicles that 

communicate with other vehicles. They simulated four distinct collision risk on a Connected 

Autonomous Vehicle (CAV) Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulator to test their algorithms in 

real-time using real electronic control and communication hardware. They applied the elastic 

band method that generates a modified path to avoid collisions. When multiple vehicles arrive at 

intersection, a dangerous zone will be created, and the vehicles will pass the intersection one by 

one. They used  CarSim PC, dSpace SCALEXIO real-time HIL simulation computer that runs 

Simulink/CarSim model, an in-vehicle PC for running the cooperative collision avoidance 

algorithms, a laptop for monitoring and two DSRC on board unit modems for real V2V 

communication between the ego vehicle and the surrounding vehicles. (Y. Wu et al., 2019)  
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developed a warning system algorithm for drivers to avoid vehicle–bicycle crashes in the bike 

lane area in a connected vehicle environment. They used field data of 118 right-turning vehicle 

trajectories that were collected by an unmanned aerial vehicle to capture right-turning behaviors 

of the drivers. Their algorithm calculates post-encroachment time (PET) in different situations. 

When the calculated PET value is below the threshold (1.5 seconds), it generates a warning.  The 

speed value is fixed for vehicles and bicycles. The position of right turning vehicle was 

calculated using OpenCV library in C++. 

 

2.3 Simulation Software for Safety Measure 
 

Field data are costly, time consuming and uncertain to find conflicts. Although  

naturalistic driving data can help develop safety surrogates, the data collection process is very 

time-consuming (Tarko et al., 2009; K.-F. Wu & Jovanis, 2012). Compared with traditional field 

observation, traffic simulation significantly reduces the workload of data collection and improves 

the accuracy of data in terms of eliminating human error. Traffic simulation models can provide 

numerical solution for traffic safety related problem. The integration of SSM and Traffic 

simulator provides an opportunity to study different scenarios of road conflicts and quickly 

evaluate possible solutions. Traffic simulators mostly generate normal and safe vehicles that 

hinders the development of surrogate measures. although several surrogate measures have been 

developed based on traffic simulation, most measure are only designed based on traditional non-

intelligent vehicles. Despite these facts, it is still necessary to develop safety measures to provide 

traffic engineers and policy makers with useful and important information about their potential 

safety impacts.  
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In recent years, the rapid development in computational technology has improved the 

applicability of various commercial and open source simulation software in traffic conflict 

research. (Tarek & Sany, 2007) made a comparison of various commercial simulation software 

and presented the weakness and strength of those software. It is found that almost every software 

needs some modifications to provide some extent of safety measure through built-in functions or 

the use of external tools. (Pell et al., 2017) provided a detailed comparison of 17 traffic 

simulation software. They found that most simulation software can handle real-time data, but 

cannot provide all functions. 
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Table 1 Comparison of traffic simulation programs (Pell et al., 2017). 
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Table 2 Comparison of traffic simulation programs (Pell et al., 2017). 
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Table 3 Comparison of traffic simulation programs (Pell et al., 2017). 
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(Ejercito & Nebrija, 2009) conducted a comparison study on Matsim1, SUMO2, Aimsun3 

and PTV Vissim 4 based on open source and free use, operating system portability, creating 

traffic networks and associated vehicle patterns, quality of GUI and documentation, simulation 

output (data and files), ability to simulate very large traffic networks, additional capabilities, and 

CPU and Memory performance. It was found that SUMO, Aimsun, and Vissim can generate 

large traffic network, and  have common and unique features, with different strengths and 

weaknesses. Hence, it is challenging to select the best simulation software from the available 

source. Commercial software is very costly and has many hidden algorithms that are difficult or 

impossible to modify to some extent. On the other hand, most open source software is not readily 

available to public, and they need some levels of programming. One of the great advantage of 

open source software is that their source code is available and there are many online user 

communities that support technical issues. Therefore, it is easier to extend an open source 

software for custom application development and validation. 

SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility) is an open source, highly portable, microscopic 

multi-modal traffic simulation, which is designed to handle large traffic networks. It has been 

widely used in many real-world projects to answer a large number of research questions(Lopez et 

al., 2018). It provides TraCI5 API that provide great flexibility to control traffic and develop 

custom algorithms for real-time simulation testing. Recently, SUMO has been integrated with 

OMNeT++ 6 (a network simulator) through VEINS7 to generate real world connected vehicle 

 
1 https://matsim.org/  
2 https://www.eclipse.org/sumo/ 
3 https://www.aimsun.com/  
4 Traffic Simulation Software | PTV Vissim | PTV Group  
5 https://sumo.dlr.de/docs/TraCI.html  
6 https://omnetpp.org/ 
7 https://veins.car2x.org/  

https://matsim.org/
https://www.eclipse.org/sumo/
https://www.aimsun.com/
https://www.ptvgroup.com/en/solutions/products/ptv-vissim/
https://sumo.dlr.de/docs/TraCI.html
https://omnetpp.org/
https://veins.car2x.org/
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scenarios. Veins allows online reconfiguration and rerouting of vehicles with the response of 

network packets. It relies on detailed models of IEEE 802.11p and IEEE 1609.4 DSRC/WAVE 

network layers. It can simulate vehicular network in real-time on a single workstation or 

computer cluster, and provides the functions of signal performance in the presence of obstacle. 

Veins combined with SUMO and OMNeT++ have received great attention from researchers in 

various fields. Compared with other open source software, their development speed is faster.  

 

2.4 Research Gap and Contribution 
 

The discussion above, Table 2 and Table 3 provide an overview of how research on 

surrogate safety measure has been developed in different studies. We found that most 

researchers are studying how to improve the communication latency of real-time applications in 

abstract form. 

Table 2 Network architecture related CV research 

Previous works Summary 

(J. Liu et al., 2017) Provides a conceptual design of the V2X architecture that considers 

low-latency and high-reliability communication. 

(Malinverno et al., 

2020) 

A two-layer edge computing architecture is proposed for autonomous 

driving services using Ns3 and SUMO simulators. Suitable for small 

networks with a single RSU.  Proposed Collision Avoidance 

Algorithm (CAA), and a Collision Avoidance Strategy (CAS). 

(Yuan et al., 2018) Proposed conceptual design of V2X: a two-level edge computing 

architecture for V2X. 

(Moradi-Pari et al., 

2015) 

Use the output of ns3 to develop a co-simulation tool on MATLAB 

for FCW and V2V technology. 

(S. mehdi Iranmanesh 

et al., 2016) 

A theoretical co-simulation tool for FCW and V2V technology is 

proposed, but the tool is not discussed. 
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Table 3 SSM related CV research 

(Xie et al., 2019) Proposed new SSM based on real-world CV SPMD data 

(Wali et al., 2018) Studied intersection level SSM based on real-world CV SPMD data 

(Tawfeek & El-

Basyouny, 2019) 

Studied Stop-sight distance (TTC) using Historical Naturalistic 

driving data in MATLAB. 

(S. M. Iranmanesh et 

al., 2018) 

Proposed Adaptive FCW using SVM and Neural Networks (NN) for 

SPMD data 

(Jahangiri et al., 

2018) 

Developed a Time to lane crossing (TLC) algorithm using machine 

learning method of random forest to classify time to lane crossing 

(TLC) from SPMD data. 

(Kamrani et al., 

2017) 

Calculated location-based volatility at intersections using SPMD data 

(Nadimi et al., 

2020)(W. Zhang & 

Wang, 2019) 

Calculated various TTCs using Real-world video data application in 

safety analysis. 

(He et al., 2018) Calculated TTC at link level and trip level using SPMD data 

(Y. Wu et al., 2019) Developed vehicle–bicycle crash warning (post-encroachment time 

(PET)) algorithm based on data collected form drone 

 

Surprisingly, there are few studies that can test the applicability of SMM in CV in real 

time, which is only applicable to intersections or small road segments. The methods of 

calculating basic SSM have been improved and evaluated using offline data sets, some of which 

have been tested in real time simulation in the V2X environment. Although few studies used 

real-world connected vehicle data to calculate SSM at the link level, none of the studies 

calculated SSM at intersection level. Most importantly, these calculated SSMs have never been 

tested and evaluated for real-time applications in a V2X environment. There are many tools and 

techniques that can be used to calculate SSM, but most of them are commercial software and 

hardware involved, which are very expensive.  We found that open-source software can create 

realistic real-time V2X simulations and has been used in research for several years. However, 

none of the existing studies provide a detailed programming framework for retroactive action to 

use information carried by connected vehicles to reduce traffic conflicts on the road. 
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Importantly, commercial software has been used to develop and test SSM that are not publicly 

available. Open-source software has been used to develop and evaluate communication network 

architecture.  Therefore, no comparison can be made. One of the main contributions of this 

research is the development of the logic and V2X framework that uses information sent from 

connected vehicles to test SSMs on different segments of the road. The proposed framework can 

be used for large-scale transportation networks, multiple intersections, and multiple RSU units 

connected to a central server in real time. It does not need any modification in the code, except 

updating the intersection profile to apply for other traffic network, which gives an opportunity to 

test multiple traffic networks.  More specifically, this study has made the following 

contributions: 

(1) We have developed a two-layer V2X open-source simulation framework that 

combines realistic DRSC network models (OMNeT++ and Veins) with realistic 

vehicle networks (SUMO) for real-time SSM data collection on road segments and 

intersections. There are many simulation software that can implement SSM. 

However, we chose SUMO, OMNeT++ and Veins because they are all open source 

and scalable. 

(2)  Importantly, the framework will be publicly accessible so that other researchers can 

reuse the source code and enhance the application to develop new traffic safety 

measures on top of it. 

(3) We have developed algorithm to calculate road segments level “Rear end TTC” 

TTC for connected vehicle and data storage typology for RSU and Traffic server 

(TS), which can save SSM data for future use. The algorithm can be used to collect 

vehicular data from any segment of the road. 
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(4) We have developed an algorithm that creates a typology for the dissipation of the 

safety index from the central traffic server (TS) to the car through the RSU. This 

algorithm can be used to respond to cars through the RSU server. For example, one 

of the applications might be route optimization and route distribution. 

(5) We have developed algorithm to calculate “Crossing TTC” for multiple 

Intersections and send warning messages. The proposed algorithms in existing 

studies are applicable for single intersection. The novelty of our algorithm is that it 

can be used to control CVs at multiple intersections in real time. The algorithm can 

be applied to any event on the road involving the state of following vehicles and 

leading vehicles, or vehicles approaching at intersections. 
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3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

The proposed framework has been developed in OMNeT++ 5, SUMO and Veins. Error! 

Reference source not found. shows the architecture of the communication framework between 

nodes, which is suitable for multiple RSUs connected to a single traffic server (TS) in a mixed 

vehicle (CV and NCV) traffic environment. The framework consists of a Traffic Server (TS), 

multiple Roadside Unit (RSUs), connected vehicles (CV) and non-connected vehicles (NCV). In 

this framework, CVs communicate with RSU for both emergency and non-emergency events. 

CV vehicles do not have direct communication access to the main Traffic Server (TS). Upon 

receiving data and request from car, RSU decides whether the request is for an emergency event 

or not. If the request is an emergency, the RSU immediately runs its own SSM algorithm and 

sends necessary warning messages to the vehicle. In the case of non-emergency events, RSU 

forwards the request to the main traffic server (TS). The traffic server (TS) processes the RSU's 

forwarding request and sends the necessary information back to the RSU. After the RSU receives 

the response from the TS, it forwards the response to the vehicle. A detailed description has been 

given in the following section. 
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Figure 1 V2X communication typology 

 

3.1 Connected Vehicle (CV) and Non-Connected Vehicle (NCV) 
 

In this framework, A connected vehicle is a vehicle that have an onboard communication 

device through which it can communicate with RSU. It has the following information (Table 4) 

available at any timestamp. 

Table 4 CV parameters for this study 

Parameters  Unit or datatype 

Speed meter/second 

Acceleration meter/second2 
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Front vehicle distance meter 

Front vehicle ID string 

Road segment ID string 

Length of Subject vehicle meter 

Width of Subject Vehicle meter 

  

It is assumed that a CV have a vision or LIDER base technology, which can detect the 

front vehicle and calculate the distance of front vehicle. CV calculates the speed of the front 

vehicle based on the rate of distance change. The equation (1) has been used to calculate the 

distance of the front vehicle.

 

Figure 2 Front vehicle speed calculation from CV. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Front Vehicle driving distance after t times,  dft = x2 − x1 + dst 

Front vehicle speed after t times, vft =
dft

t
                                                                         (1) 

Time,  t = t0+1 -  t0  

Subject vehicle driving distance after t times, dst = speedst0
x t +

1

2
 accelarationSt0

x t2   
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The connected vehicle calculates the speed of the preceding vehicle for each time stamp 

and calculates the SSM at the link level to send it to the RSU within its communication range. In 

this framework, a NCV vehicle is a vehicle that does not have any communication device on 

board to communicate with any of the communication nodes. Therefore, the NCV cannot be 

controlled from this framework. However, the state of NCV will be affected by the action of CV 

for example, if a CV stops on a lane, the NCV vehicle that is coming behind the CV will slow 

down or stops by the car following model.  

We have created a module for CV that is consist of Myv2v.cc, Myv2v.h and Myv2v.NED 

files to control CVs through TraCi API of SUMO and transmit signal to other CV, RSU and TS 

in real-time. Signal transmission occurs in atomic fashion. Our module has two main 

functionalities; the “handlePositionUpdate” and “onWSA” function, which are described below. 

 The “handlePositionUpdate” provides update of every CV that are currently present in 

the network for every timestamp. We have implemented all the SSM algorithms and the 

messages for data transfer from CV in this function. We used “onWSA” functionalities to check 

incoming messages from other CVS, RSU and TS. After receiving the message, it will act based 

on the message type. Each message has a unique message name, which is used to differentiate 

the type of messages. Appendix C presents the main algorithm part that have been defined in 

“handlePositionUpdate”. 
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3.2 Roadside Unit (RSU) 
 

In this research, roadside unit (RSU) is a communication and data processing unit that 

can directly communicate with CV and TS to exchange information within its communication 

range. It has three functional units: (1) data processing and storage unit, (2) SSM algorithm 

implementation and warning message sending unit, and (3) message forwarding unit. The data 

processing unit processes non-emergency CV data and stores the processed data temporarily, and 

finally sends the data to the traffic server. After sending the data to TS, it deletes its temporary 

data. The SSM algorithm implementation and warning message sending unit runs the SSM 

algorithms on the received kinematics of CV for each time interval and sends the warning 

message for impending dangerous event to the CVs only who are approaching to that dangerous 

event. In the message forwarding unit, the RSU forwards the non-emergency request of the CV 

to the TS, and in a similar manner, it forwards the response of the TS to the CV. The RSU does 

not encrypt any message in this unit. The main task of this unit is to immediately forward the 

message to the appropriate node. 

A module named “Myv2vRSU” has been created for RSU to receive data from TS and 

CVs, send warning signal to CVs and send data to TS. Like the module of CV, it also consists of 

“Myv2v.cc”, “Myv2v.h” and “Myv2v.NED” files. RSU is an immobile unit, which will be 

activated only when it receives a signal, or an event is scheduled (such as sends data to TS every 

fixed time interval). We have defined all the data processing (such as storing the SSM data) and 

warning messages (send a warning message to CVs) algorithms under the “onWSM” function.  
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3.3 Traffic Server (TS) 

The traffic server (TS) is the main data processing and traffic management unit with 

powerful computing power and large storage capacity. It is directly connected to the RSU for 

sending and receiving necessary information. It has an SSM data aggregation unit and a request 

processing unit. The SSM data aggregation unit collects data from all RSUs within its 

communication range at fixed time intervals, generates an aggregated SSM index and stores it in 

a permanent database. This units provides data for real-time traffic management, operation and 

implementation of new application. The request processing unit receive forwarded request from 

RSU and runs it own algorithms to generate the result of that request. After generating the result, 

it sends the result to the message forwarding unit of RSU. Any external data source such as 

weather data and historical crash data can be integrated to the TS node. 

We have created a separate module for TS which is called “TS” which includes “TS.cc”, 

“TS.h” and “TS.NED” files to collected data from RSU and send road segment level SSM data 

to CV via RSU. We have defined all the algorithms under “onWSM” function. As the TS does 

not provide any periodic message, the “onWSM” function handles all its algorithms. Appendix I 

shows the algorithm of TS in C++ language. 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION OF SSM ALGORITHM 
 

 

The surrogate safety measure (SSM) of traffic conflict are divided into three types: Rear-

End Conflict (REC), Crossing Conflict (CC), and Lane Change Conflict (LCC) (Gettman et al., 

2008).  In this study, we have implemented TTC for Rear End collision and Crossing Conflict. In 

addition, we have implemented two more TTCs; Time Exposed Time-to-Collision (TET) and 

Time Integrated Time-to-Collision (TIT), from REC. A vehicle is considered safe if the value of 

TTC is more than the stopping time of the vehicle. The value of the TTC decreases with time 

when vehicles tend to collide at conflict points. 

A REC can be calculated by sensing front vehicle from CV or by using Basic safety 

message of vehicle at RSU. Most of the today’s vehicles already have the REC feature as inbuild 

system. Vehicle generates a warning message when the distance of front vehicle is reduced and 

gone below a threshold value. A connected vehicle with this feature can send this information 

with road name to the RSU that prepare aggregated SSM at road segment level. The REC can 

also be calculated at RSU using kinematics of two vehicles driving on the same road segment 

within the transmission range of the RSU. However, it has several draw backs such as 

o RSU may not cover its transmission for a long road segment. Therefore, we may 

loss data. 

o The continuous transmission of signal for RSU can create network congestion, 

which can result packet loss and communication delay.  

o The state of a NCV cannot be captured. Under low penetration rate of CV, this  

process will not be effective. 
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For the above reasons, we have implemented the first option in our proposed framework. 

For crossing conflict (CC), it is not possible to calculate TTC without exchanging vehicle 

kinematics among the vehicles and RSUs. Therefore, we have applied vehicle to RSU 

communication technologies. All the vehicles which are located at intersections and within the 

transmission range of RSU send their kinematics to RSU and RSU sends TTC to the car. 

 It is difficult to predict whether the driver of the first vehicle decelerates or accelerates. 

A high-speed vehicle results more dangerous conflict, which needs greater emergency braking 

rate and can exceed the conflict point, compared to a low speed vehicle(Carlsson, 2004; C. Wang 

& Stamatiadis, 2014). Therefore, this study assumes that the faster driver will maintain the speed 

and cross first the conflict area and other vehicles will give him right-of-way.  

Time Exposed Time-to-Collision (TET) and Time Integrated Time-to-Collision (TIT) 

was calculated using REC. The following section gives details about the SSM algorithms. 

 

4.1 Rear-End Conflict (REC) TTC  
 

  Time to collision (TTC) for Rear-End Conflict (REC) is calculated when two vehicles 

travel on the same road segment and the vehicle in front travels slower than the subject vehicle 

(Hayward, 1971). 

Figure 3 TTC for Rear-End Conflict (REC). 
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Figure 1 shows how TTC of REC is calculated form equation (2). 

 

Rear − End TTC =
Dfs

△ 𝑣𝑓𝑠
=

𝐷𝑓𝑠

vf − v𝑠
when vf > v𝑠                                                                          (2)  

Dfs = Distance between front and subject vehicle 

v𝑠 = Subject vehicle speed 

vf = Front vehicle speed 

 

The Table 5 lists the content of TTC message sent by the CV to the RSU. The message 

contains a parameter “eventName” which is used as a unique identification key of the message. It 
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should be an integer number. We have used string value for our framework for easy 

understanding. 

Table 5 TTC message parameter for CV 

Parameter  Value or 

content 

Description 

Event name TTC This is used as unique message ID. 

TTCData Average TTC TTC/count of TTC 

TTCCountData eventCount Number of times TTC below the threshold value of 5second 

RoadIdData RoadID Name of current road segment 
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The Figure 4 and Appendix C shows the details of the TTC algorithm for REC.  

Figure 4 Pseudocode to calculate Rear-End Conflict TTC. 
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As mentioned earlier, REC is calculated at the RSU level. When a CV leaves a road 

segment (such as link or intersection), it sends average TTC and the number of TTC event 

(count) of that road segment to the RSU. If no TTC event is found, the CV do not transmit any 

signal. We have tested our algorithm with a threshold of 5 seconds. If the TTC value is greater 

than 5 seconds, the event is considered a safe event, and the CV discards the TTC value. The 

Figure 5 shows the Pseudocode of how RSU process the TTC received from a CV. When the 

RSU receives TTC data from CV, it will check whether it has existing TTC value of the road 

segment. If not, it adds the new TTC and TTC count of the road segment to the existing list. If found, it 

will add the TTC and TTC count to the existing list by making a weighted average of the TTC. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Pseudocode for storing TTC at RSU. 
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4.2 Crossing Conflict (CC) TTC 
 

A crossing conflict happens at intersection when two vehicles approach an intersection 

and collide to a certain location. There are four conflict points at four-way intersections of single 

lane road (Figure 6). The TTC crossing is the shortest time for two or more vehicles to approach 

the conflict zone at the intersection while maintaining the current state (Van der Horst, 1991) 

 

 

 

The TTC of a crossing conflict is calculated by the following equation: 

 

d1= distance of vehicle 1 from front bumper to conflict point  

d2= distance of vehicle 2 from front bumper to conflict point  

Figure 6 Crossing Conflict points of a typical four-way intersection. 

           𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑇𝑇𝐶 =   
d2

v2
 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 

d1

v1
<

d2

v2
<

𝑑1 + 𝑙1 + 𝑤2

v1
   

                                  𝑜𝑟     
d1

v1
 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 

d2

v2
<

d1

v1
<

𝑑2 + 𝑙2 + 𝑤1

v2
                                                    (3) 
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𝑙1= length of vehicle 1 

𝑙2= length of vehicle 2 

𝑤1= width of vehicle 1 

𝑤2= width of vehicle 2 

 

In order to calculate crossing conflict, the intersection parameter (such as approaching 

road segment Id, Intersection ID and the coordinates of the conflict points) need to be used. The 

distance from the vehicle to conflict point has been calculated by using the Euclidean distance. 

When the CV vehicle sends its kinematics information to the RSU, the RSU first determines 

which intersection it is approaching. 

 

Table 6 CTTC message parameter for CV in the proposed framework 

Parameter  Value/content Description 

Event Name  “regCTTC” Unique  

RoadId “RoadIdData” Current road segment name 

Vehicle Id “ExtId” Vehicle ID 

speed “SpeedData” Current speed 

Acceleration “AccData” Current acceleration 

Vehicle length “VehLengthData” Length of the vehicle 

Vehicle width “Vehwidth” Width of the vehicle 

Vehicle position “CurPosition” Current position of the vehicle 
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When CV sends the “regCTTC” message to RSU, RSU first determine the approaching 

intersection of the vehicle and then look into the database for this vehicle information. If the 

vehicle exists in the list, the RSU updates the old data with the new data, and then runs the 

crossing conflict algorithm. If the algorithm finds a paired vehicles, the RSU immediately 

generates and sends a warning message to the paired vehicles. Figure 7 shows the pseudocode of 

the CTTC algorithm. Appendix D shows the algorithm in C++ language. 

Figure 7 Pseudocode for calculating CTTC at RSU. 
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4.3 Time Exposed Time-to-Collision (TET) and Time Integrated Time-to-Collision (TIT) 
 

(Minderhoud & Bovy, 2001) proposed Time Exposed Time-to-collision (TET) and Time 

Integrated Time-to-Collision (TIT) as two alternatives of the basic TTC. Several studies used 

TET and TIT for crash risk assessment(Y. Li et al., 2016, 2017; Z. Li et al., 2014; Mahmud et al., 

2017; Nadimi et al., 2020).  TET represents the total time spent in emergency situations when the 

TTC value is below the threshold. A traffic situation is considered as a safe situation for a road 

segment when the TET value is lower than the threshold of that road segment. Equation 4 can be 

used to calculate the TET value for a road segment. The TET does not consider the safety 

measure for different time-to-collision values below the threshold value. TET value is useful to 

distinguish the difference of scenarios. Time Integrated Time-to-Collision (TIT) represents the 

safety level or relative probability of conflict, which takes into account the impact of different 

TTC values (Nadimi et al., 2020). It is the integral of the time-to-collision profile of drivers (in 

s2) (Equation 6). The TIT value is used to distinguish the impact of different TTC values.  

 

Figure 8 Conceptual diagram of TET and TIT. 
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The TET and TIT can be extracted and prepared from the REC and CTTC algorithms. 

Hence, we did not prepare any separate algorithms for these two SSMs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TET = ∑ δi(t)τsc
T
t=0                                                                                                                                     (4)  

δi(t) = {
1         0 ≤ TTCi(t) ≤ threshold value

  0                                                    otherwise
                                                                             (5)         

                

TIT = ∫ [TTC∗ −
T

t=0
TTCi(t)]dt      0 ≤ TTCi(t) ≤ threshold value                                       (6)   

         

𝑇𝑇𝐶𝑖(𝑡) = TTC value of CV i at time t. 

𝛿𝑖(𝑡) i= indicator variable.  

𝑇 =
𝐻

𝜏𝑠𝑐
 = Time frequency where H is extended time period of study and 𝜏𝑠,𝑐 is timestamp 
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5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND TESTING 
 

5.1 SUMO Parameters and Simulation Files 
 

An experimental study was conducted to test the developed framework. We have used 

two traffic networks: an imaginary road network and a real-world road network. The imaginary 

road network was created in SUMO with some random vehicles, which contained all the traffic 

scenarios needed to test the SSM algorithms. We used imaginary network for testing and 

debugging purpose. The real-world traffic network included a part of Milwaukee downtown, 

Wisconsin, which was collected from OpenStreetMap8. The advantage of using OpenStreetMap 

is that most of the network parameters such as lane information, speed limit, traffic signal, etc.  

are included with its OSM file.  After collecting the OSM file, we converted it into net.xml file 

to make it usable in SUMO simulation. We have created some additional files such as .rou.xml, 

.poly.xml, .sumo.config, launched.xml files from .net.xml files. The  .rou.xml  file is the routing 

file, which holds vehicle’s profiles including route plan. The .poly.xml file provides physical 

infrastructure such as building, shop, natural etc.  We need this file to generate network 

obstruction effect in OMNeT++ and Veins. The .sumo.config file is the simulation file that 

creates typology for all the files, define the simulation parameters and run the simulation. The 

launch.xml file is used in the Veins to run and control the SUMO simulation. Table 7 shows the 

network parameter that are used in this study. As our mail goal of this study is to develop the 

framework, we tried to keep default parameters of SUMO and reduce human intervention. In this 

experimental study, we used Krauss car-following model, which is the default one in SUMO. 

 
8 https://www.openstreetmap.org/#map=4/38.01/-95.84  

https://www.openstreetmap.org/#map=4/38.01/-95.84
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The basic idea behind of a car-following model is that each vehicle speed depends on speed of 

leading vehicle, minimum gap, and the other static parameters such as the reaction time 

(Malinverno et al., 2020). Table 7 shows SUMO network parameters we used for this study. 

Table 7 Network parameters in SUMO 

Parameters Value/status 

Number of Trips / cars 300 

Route generation method Random Trips 

Present of Traffic signal Yes 

Present of Pedestrian No 

Vehicle Type Car 

 Number of Intersections 21 

Number of Road Segments 23 

 

5.2 OMNeT++ Parameters 

 

After creating the necessary SUMO files, we defined simulation parameters of  

OMNet++ (Table 8). The developed framework will provide status update of traffic simulation 

in SUMO and network simulation in OMNeT++ for every 0.1 second. The total simulation time 

we defined in the SUMO configuration file is 300 seconds. We activated the obstacle model, 

which provides a blocking effect in packet loss and transmission. In the car module, we did not 

initialize periodic message so that CVs could not create unnecessary message. Periodic messages 

will be controlled by the car module. RSU will send temporarily aggregated TTC to TS every 

fixed number of received messages (for example, when the number of received messages is 10, 

send TTC to TS, and then reset the database). The TS module only responds when it receives any 
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request from the RSU. In Network Interface Card (NIC) setting, we left the default parameter as 

it is. However, it can be modified as needed. 

Table 8 Simulation parameters in OMNeT++ 

Parameters Description Value/Status 

Simulation time Total simulation time 200s 

Obstacle Module Affect the transmission power. E.g., more high 

rich buildings, more packet loss. 

Active 

update interval Time to collect traffic information from SUMO 0.1s 

Port 
 

9999 

Car Module 

Send beacon Send message periodically Not active 

RSU Module 

Antenna Position The location of antenna above the ground 3m 

Send beacon Send message periodically active 

Beacon Interval Send message after 10 second periodically 10s 
   

TS Module 

Antenna Position The location of antenna above the ground 3m 

Send beacon Send message periodically Not active 
   

NIC-Settings 

maxInterfDist Maximum communication boundary in meter 300m 

Transmission power 
 

20mW 

Bitrate 
 

6Mbps 

Minimum power 

level 

 
-110dBm 
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Noisyfloor 
 

-98dBm 

Propagation delay 
 

Active 

 

5.3 Conceptual design 

 

Error! Reference source not found. shows the functions of the V2X framework 

developed in the mixed transportation system on the Milwaukee, Wisconsin urban road network. 

In this study, we used two RSUs located at the intersections of the corridor. We set the maximum 

transmission distance of CV, RSU and TS to 300 meters.  To define different transmission 

ranges for different nodes, we need to configure it internally. However, we left this part for 

future research. The TS was located within the range of RSUs transmission range. We set up two 

RSUs in this way so that they cannot communicate with each other. The CV represented by the 

red car can sense the vehicle in front and measure the distance between them. When the CV 

Figure 9 V2X communication framework for CVs and RSU on the road network of Milwaukee 

downtown, Downtown (demonstration purpose only). 
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(such as the red car at the top of Error! Reference source not found.) leaves the road segment 

and enters the intersection, it will immediately send the SSM to the RSU and start calculating the 

SSM of the intersection at the same time. 

 

Error! Reference source not found. shows another application of the developed 

framework. A CV car (bottom left) observed the accident and immediately notified the other car 

by sending a message. The red CV car (top left) that was travelling toward that road received that 

message. The Car decided to change the route and sent a message to RSU to obtain a safe 

connecting route. The RSU forwarded that message to TS and TS sent the safest route (Green 

arrow) to the Car via RSU. 

 

  

Figure 10 Accident scenario and route change strategy 
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5.4 Simulation Results 
 

 Figure 12shows the TTC value of the CV vehicle generated in real-time simulation. 

After analyzing the result, we found that most of the TTCs are generated at intersection, when 

the vehicle was stopped at intersection. 

 By investigating the TTC results, we found that the driver keeps a small distance when 

approaching the intersection and has a small TTC value compared to when driving on the road 

segment. This result shows that, the driver's behavior at the intersection is riskier.  Figure 11 

showed the output of TTC of different road segments and intersections. 

 

 

 

Figure 11 Average TTC of the CVs  
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Figure 12 showed road segment and intersection level TTC values. We found that the 

average TTC is 2.79 seconds for intersection and 2.90 for road segments. Figure 13 represents 

the TET value of some road segments and intersections. The average TET value is 6.54 seconds 

for intersections and 33.7 for road segment.  

 

 

Figure 12 Safety Index (TTC) of different segment of the roads and intersections. 

Figure 13  TET of different segment of the roads and intersections. 
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5.5 Network Communication Performance 
 

 We found that there is almost no packet loss when TTC messages are transmitted from 

Car to RSU and from RSU to TS. However, a lot of packets are lost in periodical messages. And 

it decreased when the car came closer to RSU. Based on this observation, we can take some 

measures, such as increasing the signal transmission power, establishing more RSUs, reducing 

the transmission range, and using a powerful communication network (such as a 5G network). 
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6. CONCLUSION 
 

With the help of advance automobile technologies, the connected vehicle (CV) 

technology can provide surrogate safety measure (SSM) to improve traffic safety and operation. 

The information exchanged between Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), and Vehicle-to-road 

infrastructure(V2X), can improve traffic operations. CV technology involves two network 

systems: transportation network and wireless communication network. However, research on 

wireless communication networks for CV and research on SSM in transportation networks do 

not interact adequately, and vice versa. Hence, there is a research gap between the research 

communities of these two network systems, which may be due to differences in research fields. 

Moreover, there is no research or opensource algorithm available that can be used to generate 

SSM for road-segments and multiple intersections in real-time. In this study, we developed a 

V2X simulation framework using SUMO, OMNeT++ and Veins for the development and testing 

of various SSM algorithms in run time simulation. SUMO is an open source, highly portable, 

microscopic multi-modal traffic simulation, which can handle large traffic networks.  The TraCI 

API of SUMO provides great flexibility for vehicle control in real-time simulation. SUMO 

interacts with the wireless simulator OMNeT++ through the Veins framework to generate real 

world connected vehicle scenarios. Veins provides online reconfiguration and rerouting of 

vehicles with the response of network packets. It relies on detailed models of IEEE 802.11p and 

IEEE 1609.4 DSRC/WAVE network layers, and can simulate vehicular network in real-time.  

Our developed framework has two levels of communication systems, such as CV to RSU 

and RSU to TS.  It is suitable for simulating large-scale transportation networks with mixed 

transportation systems (CV and non-CV), multiple roadside units (RSU) and core transportation 

server (TS).  Our algorithms only use the basic parameters of the vehicle (such as speed, 
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acceleration, distance to the vehicle ahead, etc.) from SUMO. Therefore, it will be easy to 

implement to other traffic simulators. Moreover, the framework can be used to evaluate new 

SSM algorithms in V2X communication system in real-time. Our developed framework is 

publicly available so that anyone can contribute to the development and optimization of the 

algorithm. 

The developed framework is not free from limitations. The analysis and development of 

cooperative collision warning systems require detailed research on communication network 

components, collision detection algorithms and safety applications (such as SSMs).  We have 

observed that due to weak signals, packet collisions and other environmental conditions (such as 

obstacles), when CV sends messages periodically, the packet loss rate is high. The framework 

can be improved by optimizing algorithms, including new types of messages, integrating 

different wireless networks (such as DSRC with 5G networks), and integrating more SSM 

algorithms. We left this part for the future research. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A: Parameter setup for RSU in NED file 
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APPENDIX B: Parameter setup for CV in Car NED file 
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APPENDIX C: Algorithm of calculating Rear-End TTC for CV in CVs module 
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APPENDIX D: Algorithm of calculating Crossing TTC for CV Part A in CVs Module 
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APPENDIX E: Algorithm of calculating Crossing TTC for CV Part B in CVs Module 
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APPENDIX F: Algorithm of calculating aggregated TTC in RSU module 
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APPENDIX G: Algorithm of responding crossing conflict TTC request from CVs in RSU 

module-Part A 
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APPENDIX H: Algorithm of responding crossing conflict TTC request from CVs in RSU 

module-Part B 
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APPENDIX I: Store TTC data received from RSU in TS module 
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APPENDIX J: Send TTC data to CVs via RSU in TS module 
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